
Key Features:

• Spacious Home • Perfect for first time buyer

• Good sized gardens front & rear • Two double bedrooms

• Modern kitchen • Modern bathroom

• Potential for off road parking to
the front

• Gas central heating

• UPVC double glazing • Near to amenities and schools

Tenure: Freehold
EPC Rating: D
Council Tax Band: A

134 Gisburn Road, Barrowford, Lancashire, BB9 6HQ
T: 01282 615900

www.pettyreal.co.uk

38 Oaklands Avenue
Barrowford BB9 8QL
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£135,000
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2 BEDROOM House - Terraced

Main Description:

Occupying a pleasant position with gardens areas to both front and rear this well
appointed two bedroomed mid quasi property provides the ideal purchase for
first time buyer or growing family. 

Conveniently positioned in the heart of the highly sought after village of
Barrowford, numerous amenities are within comfortable walking distance
including boutique shops, bars, coffee shops, bistro's and two primary schools.
The M65 motorway link is nearby.

The front door opens to the entrance hall with a staircase rising to the first floor.
The well proportioned lounge is positioned to the front and the window looks
over the front garden. The kitchen diner has plenty of space for an appropriate
dining table and chairs. There are fitted units along two walls with contrasting
counters and upstands. The built-in cooking appliances comprise a double
electric oven and grill with a gas hob and extractor over. The white goods consist
of an integrated fridge/freezer and dishwasher. Complete with a useful storage
cupboard which has the plumbing for an automatic washing machine. 

On the first floor you'll find two double bedrooms and a three piece modern
bathroom comprising pedestal washbasin, low suite wc and a panelled jacuzzi
bath with a shower over, and tiled splash backs. 

To the front a paved footpath provides access to the front down with a low
maintenance garden and hedgerow borders provide privacy. The rear is a
private enclosed garden with a decked area.


